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National Chemical Laboratory
sets up pilot plant to produce
clean fuel that can replace
diesel
The pilot plant has been set up under the mission project, ‘Catalysis for
Sustainable Development’, in which NCL scientists have developed
indigenous process to create DME from methanol dehydration.
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Dr Harsh Vardhan, Union Minister for Science & Technology, inaugurated the pilot plant at CSIR-NCL in
Pune.

City-based National Chemical Laboratory (NCL) has become the first among Council
of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) laboratories in the country to set up a
pilot plant to produce Dimethyl ether (DME), a clean fuel with potential to replace
diesel.
The development comes at a time when the Department of Science and Technology
(DST) plans to launch five mission projects in areas, including electric mobility,

methanol, research in quantum and Artificial Intell-igence (AI), and digital
mapping.
According to the DST, this is among the many upcoming projects aimed at

establishing a methanol-based economy in the country, by making use of various
sources. The DST, in an announcement in New Delhi on Sunday, stated that to boost
the use of alternate fuel, the central government envisages to establish Centres of
Excellence at various places, where research and development works on methanol

and DME will be carried out. A range of solid fuels, biodegradable products
including crop residue are presently being considered under this methanol scheme.
The pilot plant has been set up under the mission project, ‘Catalysis for Sustainable
Development’, in which NCL scientists have developed indigenous process to create
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DME from methanol dehydration.
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“This facility, in a miniature form, can be set up onboard ships. This can be st suit
the Sagarmala programme that aims at reducing the costs of transportatio n,” said

India vs New

an official working on the project.
Scientists argue that burning of clean fuel can help control the pollution levels,
thereby contributing towards protecting the environment. An official said, “The

DME also can be used in place of diesel in large bore engines, without the need to
modify any of the engine design.”
Work at the pilot plant, inaugurated by Dr Harsh Vardhan, Union Minister for

Science and Technology, will be jointly carried out with SignAssure Services (India)
Limited. “Work to scale-up the technology will be taken up and it is expected to be
completed in next one year,” said the minister.
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Pune: Union minister Harsh Vardhan to inaugurate
facilities at NCL on Monday
T N N |Se p 8, 2019, 03.00 PM IST

PUNE: Union minister of science and technology and earth sciences
Harsh Vardhan will inaugurate various facilities at the CSIR-National
Chemical Laboratory (CSIR-NCL) in Pune on September 9.

During the visit, the minister will address the N CL staﬀ and scientists. He
will visit the crucial facilities in pilot plant III and IV.
“The minister will inaugurate the Dimethyl Ether (DME) pilot plant under
mission project “catalysis for sustainable development,” an N C L release
stated.

The minister will also visit the recently-developed pilot facility for process intensiﬁcation, process scale-up studies and
demonstrations for various internal and industrial projects.
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Pune Harsh Vardhan, Union Minister for Health and Family Welfare, Science and Technology,
and Earth Sciences, inaugurated a dimethyl ether (DME) pilot plant under the mission project
‘Catalysis for Sustainable Development’, at the Council of Scientific and Industrial ResearchNational Chemical Laboratory (CSIR-NCL) on Monday.
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DME will be a non-fossil additive to the liquified petroleum gas (LPG) used for cooking. The
DME project is aimed at helping in the Prime Minister Ujjwala Yojana, that provides cooking
gas to the marginalised, by reducing import. DME can be blended with LPG upto maximum of
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20%, according to NCLofficials.
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The DME pilot plant mission project catalysts for sustainable develpoment was a result of the
decisions made through the 2015 Dehradun declaration, according to Ashwini Kumar Nangia,
Director of CSIR-NCL.
“In the Dehradun Declaration that was made in May-June 2015, we had decided specifics of

cities

concrete developments so that our research and technology does not remain inside
laboratories. We vowed to take these inventions to the industry and through the industry to
the people,” said Vardhan.
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“It was also decided that CSIR labs will devise ways to develop industry driven technologies,

discover india citiesopinion world cricket entertainment election trending videos techpodcasts health auto

including game changing technologies. Each laboratory would also develop at least one
technology in strategic sector for India. The two days of ‘Chintan Shivir’ held on June 12 and

13, 2015 concluded with all CSIR labs agreeing to make efforts to be self financing in next 2
years,” read a 2015 statement by the Ministry of Science and Technology.
The decision to leave the CSIR labs to fend for themselves for two years after theDehradun
declaration had drawn flak for Vardhan.

When asked about the funding available for research projects, the minister said, “If you
compare the past four years and the four-five years before that, you will see some 90% change
in DST (drug susceptibility testing), biotechnology has seen 65%, CSIR has also seen a 45% rise
in funding. Plus, they also have self-creation of funds.”
He further added, “In government, there is never a problem of money. There has be a

programme ambitious enough for the money. If there is a project, there’s always money.”
CSIR-NCL has applied for three patents related to the project which will help them make
money out of the project. The DME project has five industrial partner organisations attached to
it. The five organisations include three government companies including Rashtriya Chemicals
and Fertilszers Limited (PSU - Mini-Ratna), Engineers India Limted (PSU) - Navratna company)
and Automative Research Association of India (ARAI), Pune. The two private players include
SignAssure -Deepak Group which is a privately owned methanol producer and Kirloskar Oil
Engines Limited, Pune.
.
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National Chemical Laboratories (NCL) has set up a pilot plant, under the mission project,
‘Catalysis for Sustainable Development (http://www.prakati.in/sustainable/economy/)’, in
which NCL scientists have developed indigenous process to create DME from methanol
dehydration.
Pune based NCL has become the first among Council of Scientific and Industrial Research

(CSIR) laboratories in the country to set up a pilot plant to produce Dimethyl ether (DME), a
clean fuel with potential to replace diesel.
The development comes at a time when the Department of Science and Technology (DST) plans
to launch five mission projects in areas, including electric mobility, methanol, research in
quantum and Artificial Intell-igence (AI), and digital mapping.
According to the DST, this is among the many upcoming projects aimed at establishing a
methanol-based economy in the country, by making use of various sources. The DST, in an
announcement in New Delhi on Sunday, stated that to boost the use of alternate fuel, the
central government envisages to establish Centres of Excellence at various places, where
research and development works on methanol and DME will be carried out. Arange of solid
fuels, biodegradable products including crop residue are presently being considered under this
methanol scheme.
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The pilot plant has been set up under the mission project, ‘Catalysis for Sustainable
Development’, in which NCL scientists have developed indigenous process to create DME from
methanol dehydration.
“This facility, in a miniature form, can be set up onboard ships. This can best suit the
Sagarmala programme that aims at reducing the costs of transportation,” said an official
working on the project.
Scientists argue that burning of clean fuel can help control the pollution levels, thereby
contributing towards protecting the environment. An official said, “The DME also can be used
in place of diesel in large bore engines, without the need to modify any of the engine design.”
Work at the pilot plant, inaugurated by Dr Harsh Vardhan, Union Minister for Science and
Technology, will be jointly carried out with SignAssure Services (India) Limited. “Work to scaleup the technology will be taken up and it is expected to be completed in next one year,” said the
minister.
Article Originally published in The Indian Express
(https://indianexpress.com/article/cities/pune/ncl-sets-up-pilot-plant-to-produce-clean-fuel-thatcan-replace-diesel-6001177/)
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